PAUL BUNYAN RIFLE AND SPORTSMAN'S CLUB
PRESENTS
THE CLOWARD - PARTEE 100 SHOT STANDING RIFLE MATCH
Sunday, March 3, 2019. 9:00 A.M.

CLASSIFICATION: The NRA classification system will be used (Rule 19.6). Unclassified shooters will shoot in the
Master class.
RULES:
Current NRA Highpower Rifle rules will apply.
ENTRIES:
Advance entries can be made by mailing your entry fee, classification and category to:
Bob Wendt, 11208 - 133 Ave. E., Puyallup, WA 98374, (253)-848-6325.
Entries will be accepted up to range capacity or 9:00 A.M. on the day of the match
POST ENTRIES: Post entries will be accepted up to the stated limits providing no additional relays are required.
ENTRY FEE:
Registration Fee......................$20.00 includes $4.50 NRA fee.
Juniors................…….............$10.
CHALLENGES: $1.00 for each challenge made, if lost.
SQUADDING: All matches will be squadded on a first come first served basis.
SCORING:
Competitors will score. (Rule 9.42)
TARGET PULLING: Competitors will pull targets or provide their own target puller.
CATEGORIES: Two divisions, Match Rifle and Service Rifle.
ARMS:
NRA Match Rifle or Service Rifle (Rules 3.1, and 3.3).
SIGHTING SHOTS: Sighting shots may be taken in any position at each range. (Rule 19.7)
SPOTTERS:
Use of shot hole spotters in scoring and marking. (Rule 14.17).
TARGETS:
200 yard SR Military "Target rifle, competition, short range."
INDIVIDUAL
MATCHES

Matches 1, 2, 3, 4 : 2 SS + 25 record shots standing
position at 200 yards, time limit 27 minutes.
Match 5: The Cloward - Partee Trophy Match,
an aggregate of matches 1, 2, 3 and 4

AWARDS:

There must be five entries in a class and category to receive an award. If there are less than five
entries in a class and category, they will be combined with the other category within the same
class. If there are still less than five competitors in the class they will be moved back to their
respective categories and be placed in the next higher class. Second place will be awarded with 8
competitors in a class and category. Third will be awarded with 12 competitors in a class and
category. Competitors may elect to receive medals instead of cash.
Match 1, 2, 3, 4: Match Winner = $10. First place in each class and
category = $5. Second = $4. Third = $3.
Match 5: Match Winner = Cloward - Partee Trophy plus $20. First in each class and category =
$10. Second = $5. Third = $4.

LUNCH:

Bring your own lunch.

